The magnificent Ryoanji Temple Rock Garden in Kyoto, Japan. Read in this issue the landmark Kyoto international consensus report by Sugano et al on the anatomy, pathophysiology and clinical significance of the gastro-oesophageal junction.
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Deviated and early unsustainable stunted development of gut microbiota in children with autism spectrum disorder

M Lou, A Cao, C Jin, K Mi, X Xiong, Z Zeng, X Pan, J Qie, S Qiu, Y Niu, H Liang, Y Liu, L Chen, Z Liu, Q Zhao, X Qin, Y Jin, X Sheng, Z Hu, G Jin, J Liu, X Liu, Y Wang

Patients with mesenchymal tumours and high Fusobacteriales prevalence have worse prognosis in colorectal cancer (CRC)

M Salvucci, N Crawford, K Scott, S Ballman, D B Longley, J H M Prehn

Histone H3K27 demethylase KDM6A is an epigenetic gatekeeper of mTORC1 signalling in cancer

S Revâa, A Sereny, L Wendler, A Banito, C Eckert, K Breuer, A Mayakonda, P Luske, M Evr, S Ribback, S Gallage, I Chleb Babr, K Breuhahe, P Schirmacher, S Heinrich, M M Gaida, M Heinewald, D F Calv, C Plass, S W Lowe, D F Tschaharganeh

Discontinuation of nucleoside analogue therapy in HBeAg-negative chronic hepatitis B: a meta-analysis

S A L Hall, S Vogrin, O Wawryk, G S Burns, K Visvanathan, V Sundararajan, A Thompson

MicroRNA-206 promotes the recruitment of CD8+ T cells by driving M1 polarisation of Kupffer cells

N Liu, X Wang, C J Stee, G Song

Lineage tracing and single-cell analysis reveal proliferative Prom1+ tumour-propagating cells and their dynamic cellular transition during liver cancer progression

L Zhou, K HO Yu, T I Wong, Z Zhang, C H Chen, J HC Loong, N Che, H J Yu, K V Tan, M Tong, E S Ng, J WK Ho, S Ma

Clinical relevance of biomarkers in cholangiocarcinoma: critical revision and future directions


Editor's quiz: GI snapshot

Unusual cause of abdominal pain and papule

H Zhou, F Chen, J Wang, X Liu, J Liang

Correction: Comparison between non-pulmonary and pulmonary immune responses in a HIV decedent who succumbed to COVID-19

Correction: Residual SARS-CoV-2 viral antigens detected in GI and hepatic tissues from five recovered patients with COVID-19